
An American Cancer Society Event

clair de lune

In a year unlike any other, we thank you for 
your support of the Bucket List Bash. Having 
the opportunity to chair this event and see 

our community come together has truly been 
something special. We humbly thank you for 

joining the American Cancer Society in leading  
the fight for a world without cancer.

Cheers!

Anita Lovse & Jennifer McCurry  
2021 Bucket List Bash Co-Chairs



2021 Chairs

Anita, originally from Slovenia, finds herself 
dedicated to community involvement no matter if 

she is living in Slovenia, Monte Carlo or Naples.  This 
is her third year of involvement with the Bucket List 
Bash. She is also proud mom of two kids – Thomas 

and Valentina.
 

It is my honor and blessing to chair the 11th Bucket 
List Bash gala. Our team is working tirelessly to make 
this event the most successful and memorable. It is 
so important that we step together to fight against 

cancer. We can do so much together.
 

I am personally driven since I know too many people 
who have lost their lives to cancer, starting with my 
own family and dear friends. The pain of the loss of 
life to cancer is something that drives me to help 

achieve the ACS mission – life without cancer!

Anita Lovse



2021 Chairs

Jennifer and her family have shown their passion 
for philanthropy and the community since moving 
to Naples over 15 years ago. With a strong desire 

to give back, Jennifer also works with local 
organizations, The Shelter for Abused Women 

and Children, Youth Haven, and The Naples Zoo. 
Professionally, Jennifer is a certified gemologist  
of over 20 years, where her creativity flourishes 
in the curating and styling of special and unique 

jewelry for clients. Jennifer is compassionate  
about people and relationships, while being an 

advocate for those who need support.
 

Jennifer began her involvement with the American 
Cancer Society in 2015 when she chaired the 
Bucket List Bash. Since starting, her goal has 

remained the same: education, research, and the 
ultimate cure for cancer.

Jennifer McCurry



2021 Honorary Chair

Dr. Richard Lublin was born in Hartford, Connecticut. He 
attended Hall High School before enrolling at Duke University, 
where he earned his B.A. After graduating Cornell Law School 
with a J.D., Dr. Lublin became a trial attorney in Hartford. He 
was a founding partner of a highly successful law firm and 

practiced until 1996.
 

After retiring from his law practice, Dr. Lublin turned to acting 
appearing in television and film roles including Frasier, Law & 

Order, Married With Children, Ally McBeal, Chicago Hope, Before 
The Devil Knows You’re Dead and The Land of Steady Habits.

 
Giving back to the community has always held a special place in 

Dr. Richard Lublin’s heart. A generous philanthropist, Dr. Lublin 
has established medical research foundations, sponsored 
educational prizes and donated educational scholarships. 

Dr. Lublin chaired the 2018 Bucket List Bash which notably 
featured a performance by the legendary Diana Ross.

In May 2019, when Dr. Lublin was the commencement speaker 
at the University of Connecticut’s graduation, the University 

bestowed upon him a doctorate degree.
 

To read Dr. Richard Lublin’s full biography, visit  
www.ACSBucketListBash.com

Richard Lublin



2021 Performer

The Croatian pianist Javor Bracic was hailed by New York 
Concert Review for “deep, genuine musicianship and 

an outstanding technique.” His thirty years of concert 
experience spans five continents and includes first prizes 

in international piano competitions in Italy, Belgium, and 
Croatia. His commitment to a solo career as well as outreach 
brought him to a variety of venues ranging from Carnegie Hall 
and the Kennedy Center to hospitals and nursing homes. His 

CD album Tribute to Haydn was released on Labor Records 
and his performance was broadcast on WQXR.

Javor has started a series of conversation-concerts 
under the title The Art of Listening in order to promote the 
understanding and appreciation of classical music. He was 

praised by the audience for his “contagious enthusiasm” and 
“unique ability to elucidate imagery both as a performer and 
teacher.” Since December 2016 he is a lecturer at the 92nd 

Street Y.

Javor holds degrees from the University of Mozarteum in 
Salzburg and Mannes College in New York. He is currently 

pursuing a Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the City 
University of New York, studying with Ursula Oppens and 

Richard Goode.

Javor Bračić 



This Evening
5:30pm

Cocktail Reception

6:30pm
Dinner and Presentation

7:30pm
Auction and Mission Call

8:00pm
Musical Concert

Thank you, 
American Cancer 
Society, for 
making Naples’ 
health your top 
priority, every day.
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What we each do today — and every day — helps to make Naples a healthier place. We 
thank the American Cancer Society for helping our community take the steps to get there.

Russell Beckner
Sr. Vice President, Wealth Director
239-687-7260
russell.beckner@pnc.com



Menu
SOUP

Wild Mushrooms, Fried Manchego, Truffle Creme Fraiche

ENTREE
Butter Poached Lobster and Beef Tenderloin

Black Rice Risotto, Charred Scallions, Carrot Puree,  
Trumpet Mushroom, XO Sauce

DESSERT
Raspberry Tendresse, Chocolate Crémeux,  

Raspberry Gel served Lemon Sgroppino

The Florida Cancer Specialists Collier County Area 
physicians are proud sponsors of the 2021 Bucket List Bash.

Deborah Glick, MD
Zanetta Lamar, MD
Michele Ramirez, MD

Joel Grossman, MD
Andy Lipman, MD
Mark Rubin, MD 

Douglas Heldreth, MD
Jennifer Muller, MD 
Ferdy Santiago, MD 

Rebecca Kosloff, MD 
Steven Newman, MD
Jay Wang, MD

Six convenient locations in Naples, Bonita Springs and Estero

    FLCancer.com



WHAT SETS THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY APART?

We fund research into all cancers and 
foster  implementation of evidence 
based research to improve cancer care. 

Each grant application goes through  
our extensive, independent, and 
competitive scientific peer-review 
process to ensure we are funding the 
best ideas across the US. 

We have no vested interest in any 
specific institution. We are able to fund 
the BEST science no matter where it is 
being done.

We focus on providing funds to early-
career investigators to foster the next 
generation of cancer research.

An important part of our efforts has 
long been to better understand health 
disparities.

We have active grants at nearly 200 
institutions– and we have reach into 
many institutions across the country.    

OUR 
COMMITMENT 
TO CANCER 
RESEARCH

More than 1.8 million new cancer cases are expected to be diagnosed in the United States in 2020. Without the 
American Cancer Society’s nearly 75 years of investments in research, patients wouldn’t have as many treatment 
strategies, screening tools and preventative measures. As the largest private not-for-profit, non-governmental 
funder of cancer research in the US, we’ve played a role in many of the major cancer research breakthroughs in the 
last century. 

We can’t stop now. We are committed to ensuring that life-saving research continues, and innovative 
ideas are not lost.  

$4.9B
invested in research since 1946

32K+
grants since 1946

2/3 of all directors of 
National Cancer 
Institute-designated 
cancer centers were 
once ACS grantees

49 Nobel Prize winners 
funded by the American 
Cancer Society

65 full-time researchers on staff at 
the American Cancer Society

85% of researchers funded 
by the American Cancer 
Society stay in research

73% likelihood of receiving 
National Institutes of Health 
funding as a past grantee of 
the American Cancer Society 650 grants at  

institutions across 
the country

1/3 of all beginning cancer 
researchers are funded by the 
American Cancer Society

APPROXIMATELY

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY RESEARCH BY THE NUMBERS

WE ARE CURRENTLY SUPPORTING MORE THAN 

More than 1.8 million new cancer cases are expected to be diagnosed 
in the United States in 2020. Without theAmerican Cancer Society’s 

nearly 75 years of investments in research, patients wouldn’t have as 
many treatmentstrategies, screening tools and preventative measures. 
As the largest private not-for-profit, non-governmental funder of cancer 

research in the US, we’ve played a role in many of the major cancer research 
breakthroughs in the last century.



2021 Sponsors



2021 Auction Lots

SEA SALT CHEF’S DINNER

Six guests will enjoy a special private dining experience 
at the highly sought-after Chef’s Table at the Award-

Winning Sea Salt Restaurant. Dinner will be paired with  
a selection of wines presented by Gargiulo Winery.

Valid April 1 through October 1, 2021

Generously Donated By: Sea Salt



2021 Auction Lots

ROUGH DIAMOND EARRINGS

A pair of earrings in 18K yellow Gold, made with  
pear shapred rough new Diamonds, accented with 

Brilliant-cut Diamonds.
 

Gold weight: 4.22 gms
Rough Natural Diamond Weight: 5.28 ct.

Brilliant-cut Diamond Weight: 0.37 ct.

Donated by Marissa Collections



2021 Auction Lots

DINNER FOR 8 IN YOUR HOME  
BY BRIAN ROLAND & CRAVE CULINAIRE  
WITH ENTERTAINMENT BY JIMMY KEYS

Wow your guests with an innovative 4 course food 
and wine pairing dinner for 8, prepared in your home by 
local Celebrity Chef Brian Roland and Team Crave. This 
package includes 4 courses of delicious food focusing  

on some of the most exciting modern cooking 
techniques in today’s kitchens! 

 
A dinner wouldn’t be complete without entertainment! 

Jimmy Keys will be sure to wow your guests with his 
standout musical talents.

 Restrictions: Date to be agreed upon, not redeemable on holidays or 
October 1st through May 1st, to be used within 1 year of receipt.


